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EDITOR OUTLINES REQUIREMENTS FOR PROSPECTIVE CONTRIBUTORS TO CLARK PUBLICATION

This is the first of a series of guest articles by members of the faculty published by Monadnock to broaden the scope and variety of the magazine for its readers. The Monadnock expresses its gratitude to Dr. Raymond E. Murphy, professor, and Editor of "Economic Geography" for his contribution.

By Dr. Raymond E. Murphy

There's always room in Economic Geography for a really superior article. But before you rush to the post office look again at those two words, "really superior": What makes an article desirable to the editor of a magazine? Obviously, two factors are involved: the quality of the article and the editor's opinion. The latter is a highly personal factor and certainly not an infallible one. But still, you might like to know what the editor's standards are and how best to meet them.

First, let's talk about subject matter. What will you write about? We are publishing a magazine called Economic Geography. Articles on such subjects as climatology and geomorphology have no place here unless by some happy chance they show strong overtones of economic importance. We consider as our province the several fields of economic geography, the closely related subject of urban geography, and techniques that may prove useful to these fields. On the other hand, we try not to be too rigid in our interpretation of limits, since any field is likely to make its greatest advances where it rubs shoulders with its neighbors.

More specifically, we think of our chief function as the publication of research findings—ideally, real contributions to knowledge rather than mere compilations of information. Little gems of regional description, however highly polished, are no longer in vogue. This is, perhaps, a pity, but we must face the trend. Geography is rapidly becoming more practical, more technical, and more exact.

The next question is, are you qualified to write on the subject you have chosen? Have you backed it up with adequate research? Does your present or past work make you an authority on the subject? In other words, will anyone want to read what you have written? This may seem to give the advantage to older geographers, the "big names" in the field. And it is true that experience counts. You will have to dig harder and deeper to even things up, but you may have the advantages of fresh ideas and a new approach. The matter is not as one-sided as you think.

This brings us to an important point, one which we must admit weighs heavily with this editor. Is your paper one that should stimulate further research? This, we must confess, is the extra dividend that makes any article irresistible.

(Continued on Page 7)
CLARK ALUMNI AROUND THE WORLD

What are the Clark geographers doing in 1956? Answers to the questionnaires sent out by MANONDOCK last fall show that the C.U.G.S. are engaged in fields ranging from teaching to industry. Teaching, as would be expected, heads the list of occupations with 92 persons working in schools, colleges, and universities.

The second largest group of workers, with 27 members, is that in government service, either in the United States, foreign countries, state or local agencies.

The third group of active workers, numbering 16 includes such fields as industry, private business, research and those who continue their education in other schools.

No longer on the active professional list are the retired and the housewives of which there are 12 in number.

HAROLD B. ADDICOTT (M.A. '28) Geography Department Head, Moorhead State Teachers College, Moorhead, Minnesota. Planning an extensive bus trip for his students through the northeastern states, to include Washington, D.C., and Worcester, for this summer.

AGNES M. ALLEN (Ph.D. '37) Head of Science Department and Professor of Science at Arizona State College, Flagstaff, Arizona. Acting Dean of Women for the past year; will be on sabbatical leave for the fall semester.

ESTHER S. ANDERSON (Ph.D. '32) Assistant Professor of Geography, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska. Elected second vice-president of Gamma Theta Upsilon at the biennial meeting at Indianapolis last November, and as state coordinator represented Nebraska at the National Council of Geography Teachers meetings at the same time. Currently doing research on the importance of geography in city planning.

RUTH E. BAUGH (Ph.D. '29) Professor of Geography, University of California at Los Angeles (405 Hilgard Avenue, Los Angeles 24, Calif.). Author of The Geographic Regions of California (a manual) published by Pacific Books, Palo Alto, Calif., 1955.

FRANK BELLINGER (M.A. '51) Assistant Professor, Wheaton College, Wheaton, Ill. Worked last summer for Multnomah County Planning Commission (Portland, Oregon). Family now includes three boys.

MILDRED BERNER (M.A. '30) Instructor, State Teachers College, Salem, Mass. (14 Parker Street, Malden, Mass.). Preparing article describing manufacturing plant relocation project, for which field work was done during last summer.

NELS A. BERGTSON (Ph.D. '27) Professor of Geography and Dean of the University, Junior Division, Emeritus, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska. Completing manuscript for fourth edition of Fundamentals of Economic Geography with Dr. Van Royen. Spent last winter in southern California.

ADELBERT K. BOTTs (Ph.D. '48) Professor and Chairman of Geography Department, State Teachers College, Trenton, New Jersey.


WARREN H. BURTON (M.A. '51) 2815 East Denny Way, Seattle 22, Washington. Moved to Seattle last August and teaching at Meany Junior High School. Completed map project for Bureau of Indian Affairs, "Educational Facilities-Navajo Indian Reservation".

HARRY H. CALDWELL (Ph.D. '51) Associate Professor, Department of Geography and Geology, University of Idaho, Moscow, Idaho. Promoted to associate professorship last September. Fellowship with U. S. Steel Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa., last summer; city planning consultant for Lewiston, Idaho, and currently finishing city master plan; to teach this summer at Portland State College, Portland, Oregon.

ROBERT D. CAMPBELL (Ph.D. '49) Professor and Chairman of Geography Department, The George Washington University, Washington, D. C. (3448 Doris Drive, Alexandria, Va.), Lecturer in Geography, Conference on American Studies, University College, Oxford, and traveled in Scandinavia and western Europe last summer. Principal investigator for Department of Army Historical Records Project; consultant for ONR and Army logistics research projects.

NORMAN CARLIS (Ph.D. '35) Professor and Chairman of Geography Department, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh 13, Pa. Serving as president of National Council of Geography Teachers for 1956.

ALBERT S. CORLISON (Ph.D. '39) Professor of Geography, Dartmouth College (7 Conant Road, Hanover, N. H.).


GEORGE S. CORFIELD (M.A. '31) Associate Professor and Geography Department Head, Nebraska Wesleyan University, Lincoln 4, Nebraska.

CLARK N. CRAIN (Ph.D. '51) Chairman of Geography Department, University of Denver, Denver 10, Colorado (5075 E. Vassar Lane, Denver 22, Colorado). U. S. delegate to Pan American Institute of Geography and History; conducted field work on Pacific coast of Mexico; climatology textbook in progress. Plans field work on South American regional development for 1956.


HAROLD F. CREWEING (Ph.D. '51) Professor of Geography, State Teachers College, East Stroudsburg, Pa. (911 N. 9th Street, Stroudsburg, Pa.). Taught at summer session, 1945, at Eastern State College, Charleston, Illinois, followed by extensive travel in U. S. and southern Canada. Published "Mapping Cultural Groups in an American Industrial City" in recent issue of Economic Geography.

FLOYD F. CUNNINGHAM (Ph.D. '30) Professor and Chairman of Geography Department, Southern Illinois University (710 W. College Street, Carbondale, Illinois). Traveled in all continents except South America in 1953-54. Will conduct a geography field course in Europe this summer.

ROBERT A. DAVIS ('51-'52) Master in Geography, Hillfield Boys' School, Hamilton Ontario, Canada (42 Melville Avenue, Toronto, Ont., Canada). Doing research for a Ph.D. dissertation.

VEVA K. DEAN (Ph.D. '49) Professor of Geography, State Teachers College, Fitchburg, Mass. Spent ten weeks last summer seeing western Europe.

GEORGE F. DEASY (Ph.D. '45) Professor of Geography, Pennsylvania State University, State University, Pa. Preparing college textbook on world economic geography.

SIGMUND deR. DITTRICH (Ph.D. '31) Head, Department of Geography, 111 Building B, University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida. Represented the University of Florida at the Pan American Institute of
GEography and History meetings at Mexico City last summer; conducted a reconnaissance field trip to Taxco and Puebla; presented two papers at the Southeast Division, A.A.G., meetings last November; Chairman, National Council of Geography Teachers Committee on Conservation Education; member, Science Talent Search for Florida, Florida Academy of Sciences. To be published in 1956-57, "Eastern Europe: The Shatter Belt", a chapter in World Geography, Otis Freeman, Editor, and "The German Realm—A Divided European Pivotal Area", a chapter in the revised edition of Pearey's World Political Geography.

JOHN F. DUNKLE (Ph.D. '55) Assistant Professor of Physical Sciences and Geography, University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida. Published article on Africa in Book of Knowledge Annual; presented paper at the Southeast Division, A.A.G., meetings last November.

FRANKLIN C. ERICKSON (Ph.D. '35) Professor and Chairman, Department of Geography, Boston University, Boston, Mass. Current research on problems of Arctic Regions.

ELEANOR FASS (M.A. '44), Ferry Hall, Lake Forest, Illinois. Teacher in college preparatory school. Last summer was exchange teacher in England teaching geography in private girls' school.

EDWIN J. FOSCE (Ph.D. '31) Professor and Chairman, Department of Geography, Southern Methodist University, Dallas 5, Texas. Official delegate from U. S. Department of State to Pan American Institute of Geography and History meetings at Mexico City last summer; plans to attend the I.G.U. meetings at Rio de Janeiro.

OTIS W. FREEMAN (Ph.D. '29) Professor of Geography, Indiana State Teachers College, Indiana, Pa. (Continued on Page 11)

GUEST PROF TALKS ON PRE-HISTORIC BRITISH GEOGRAPHY

Ushering in the second semester with a week's series of lectures on the Pre-Historic Geography of Britain was Professor Peter Wood of the University of Reading, England. A tracing of the major developments of the various periods of early civilization in relation to geographic factors was presented through the medium of "period pictures" in which Mr. Wood used maps and lantern slides to show the distribution of peoples during the periods.

Professor Wood's visit to Clark was scheduled between last fall's work at the University of Wisconsin under Dr. Richard Hartshorne and the spring semester's study at the University of California at Berkeley under Dr. Carl Sauer. Study in this country was made possible for Mr. Wood through a Commonwealth Fund Fellowship.

AT MONTREAL A.A.G.

Clark geographers were much in evidence at the A.A.G. meetings in Montreal during the first week of April. Attending the sessions were three members of the staff, approximately 45 alumni, and three present workroom residents. Six formal papers, as well as four that were presented by title, were given by Clark graduates, and in addition, Clark representatives presided at five of the individual sessions or informal discussion groups, including the President's Program, arranged by Louis O. Quam.

EDITOR OUTLINES

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3) Remember, too, that though your research may be outstanding it must also be presented effectively. Your article should be well written, of course, and carefully illustrated. Write concisely and to the point. Choose illustrations that are vital to your subject, not mere window dressing. Make maps that will reproduce satisfactorily at the scales we have to use in the magazine. We can do some redrafting, but it is expensive and time-consuming. Admittedly, your chances are better if we can process your article without this additional step.

Here are a few don'ts to keep in mind. Don't query the editor to see if he is interested in an article on a certain topic. You can tell by looking over recent issues of the magazine whether or not your topic "fits". Don't send a whole fistful of pictures and ask the editor to select those he likes best to illustrate your article. This is your problem, not his. And please don't mail in a ten-pound dissertation and expect us to pick out the parts best adapted for an article.

We repeat, we are never oversupplied with really outstanding material for Economic Geography. It is likely we never shall be, though it's something to dream about. In the meanwhile, the editor will continue to sift the ore of manuscripts received, and can only hope that he will recognize a nugget when he sees it.

SUMMER SCHOOL HAS VISITING GEOGRAPHER

This year's summer school at Clark which runs from July 2 to August 17 will feature five courses in Geography. Regular staff members will give the following courses:

Geography in Education—Dr. Henry Warman (Continued on Page 10)

C.U.G.S. TO RECEIVE GRADUATE DEGREES

The School of Geography will see thirteen of its students receiving graduate degrees in the ceremonies to take place on June 3, 1956. The six Ph.D. candidates and their dissertation topics are:

BART EPSTEIN—"The Quincy Food Market. A Study in Marketing Geography"

GEORGE HOWE—"Climate of the North Atlantic Ocean"

CLAIRA ROM LOUGUE—"Climate Classifications and Irrigation in Norway"

BRUCE O'GILVIE—"Unincorporated Urban Settlement in Butte County, California"

GUY PARMENTER—"Glacial Physiography in the Blackburn River Valley and Narragansett Basin, Massachusetts and Rhode Island"

KRIPA NATHE varMA—"Population Problems of the Ganges Valley"

Master of Arts candidates and theses topics:

ALI M. ALMAJAH—"Land Utilization of the City of Holden"

AUBREY DIEM—"The Political Geography of the Val d'Aosta"

JOHN GEORGE—"Glacial Lake Nashua"

TELESFERO W. LUNA—"The Shifts in Negro Population in the United States"

JOHN PAWLING—"The Climates of Central America"

PARK COOK KOBOMAN-WICKREMA—"A Study of the Changes of Density in the Population of the Western Province of Ceylon"

EUGENE CHIN—"The Distribution and Movement of Drug Stores in Worcester, Massachusetts, 1900-1950, By Decades"
NEW STUDENTS ADD TO C.U.G.S. ROSTER

The Work Room welcomed several new students and two "returnees" for the second semester of the 1955-56 academic year. Those new and returned to the School of Geography are:

RAQUEL DE LEON (B.S., University of Panama) has returned to Clark to write her thesis on "Geography in the Panama Social Studies Program". Raquel teaches geography at the University of Panama.

GILBERT HUNTER (B.A., Wayne University, 1954) comes from Detroit and is back at Clark to write his thesis. Gil's thesis topic, a result of summer work as a Ranger at Yellowstone Park, is "Mid-Summer Tourist Traffic in Cody, Wyoming".

E. G. BENOIT (Ed.M., Boston University, 1938) is from Chicopee, Mass. Mr. Benoît, an Army veteran, worked on his Doctorate at Michigan State from 1950 to 1952 and plans to complete his Ph.D. requirements there this summer.

CLAUDIA MARCUS (M.A., University of Virginia, 1955), a native of Poland, came to the U. S. in 1949 and now lives in Charlottesville, Va. Her main interest is in cartography.

WILLIAM TYSON (B.A., Ohio Wesleyan, 1953), an Air Force veteran of East Asia service, has as his major interest, economic geography.

THE SPRING ISSUE

The increased size of this issue of Monadnock was made possible by the greater number of questionnaires returned by C.U.G.S. members and the larger amount of contributions received. It is hoped that Monadnock can continue to grow and to serve the expanding number of Clark geographers more adequately.

MOUNT EVEREST COMES TO CLARK WORKROOM

The School of Geography has recently become the proud owner of a plaster model of Mt. Everest. The model, now occupying a position next to the Saentis model in the Workroom, stands three feet in height from base to peak and is supported on a stand which raises the mountain to convenient viewing level. Pictures of the Sir John Hunt expedition, which successfully scaled the peak in May, 1953, are mounted on the sides of the stand and the trail route is marked by a colored string.

The model has come to Clark only after a long and wayward journey. Built in London in 1952, the "mountain" first went to Vienna, Austria to be exhibited by the United Kingdom Trade Commission in an international trade fair. The next showing was at the Canadian Prairie Fair in Winnipeg in 1954. Lack of use in Canada prompted the model's owners to seek a deserving organization, with sufficient space for display, to accept the "mountain". The Canadian Alpine Club was first sought who in turn relayed the offer to the American Alpine Club who, similarly, had no available space. Lastly, a local bank official, Mr. Bradley B. Gillman of the Worcester County Trust Company, a former national president of the American Alpine Club, induced the Club to offer the model to Clark.

Arrangements were made for the transportation of the 1,000-pound model and, at last, with much strainimg by professional movers and volunteers from the Workroom, Mount Everest arrived at its present resting place.

SEE PHOTO
South America will be Dr. Van Valkenburg's goal this summer where he plans to attend the I.G.U. conference in Rio de Janeiro to present the "World Land Use Survey". The return from Rio will be via the west coast of South America by air with brief stops in capital cities.

Since the last writing, Dr. Van has done a lot of traveling with a trip to London in January to confer with Dr. L. Dudley Stamp; a lecture trip to Trenton State Teachers College in February where he visited Dr. Adelbert Botts; a trip to Washington in March to address the Industrial College of the Armed Forces; and a visit in April to Kutztown State Teachers College; Pennsylvania where he spoke on the "Function of a Geographer in a Modern World".

Continuing his tasks as instructor in Cartography, Cartographer for the school and Workroom mentor will be Mr. Burnham.

Five weeks of Dr. Raymond E. Murphy's summer will be spent at the Syracuse University summer field camp. He will also continue his work in applied urban geography by supervising a study of the adjacent town to Leicester. Assisting Dr. Murphy in this study, which will include a re- zoning analysis and a master plan, will be Mrs. Murphy, and students Gerald Schultz and Richard Lockhart.

Dr. Henry J. Warman will conduct his regular course in Geography in Education at the summer session and will continue his collaboration with Dr. Van Valkenburg on their high school textbook, tentatively titled Geography in Human Affairs, scheduled to go to press in the fall. Dr. Warman may also accompany Dr. Van to the Rio conference in August.

Dr. R. J. Lougee, accompanied by his son Gerry, intends to extend his study of terraces and bing-like this summer during travel by station wagon in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, along the St. Lawrence and Ottawa Rivers, and in Northern Ontario and Wisconsin. Dr. Lougee hopes to take sabbatical leave next January and will spend much of his time finishing his reports on his studies in Scandinavia and Canada. Mrs. Lougee, who receives her doctorate from Clark this spring, will be working in Washington at the State Department and also doing archival research for the Arctic Institute of North America.

Dr. E. C. Higbee will spend the summer at Martha's Vineyard and at Madison, Wisconsin. His book, "The American Oasis" is in press.

SUMMER SCHOOL (Continued from Page 7)
Problem Areas in the World: A Political Geographic Evaluation—Dr. Samuel Van Valkenburg
Cartography—Mr. Guy Burnham
In addition, Mr. Edward C. Haskins, instructor in Geography from Yale University, will teach two courses: the undergraduate course, Economic Geography and the graduate course, The Tropical World. Mr. Haskins, whose Ph.D. degree is pending from the University of Minnesota, has specialized in agricultural geography and has done two years of field research in Brazil. His dissertation topic is "The Agricultural Geography of the Reconcavo of Bahia".

SUMMER SCHOOL will continue to have twice-weekly outdoor refreshment and social activities followed by informal seminars. Excursions are planned to festivals and nearby places of interest.

CLARK ALUMNI (Continued from Page 6)
(674 Maple Street, Indiana, Pa.)
High school textbook Resources of Washington to be published in 1936.
ALFONSO J. FREILE ('51-'52) Professor and Head, Department of Geology, Universidad de Oriente, Santiago de Cuba, Cuba. Attended Pan American Institute of Geography and History meetings at Mexico City last summer. Working on dissertation, "Agricultural Geography of Panama", and writing a climatology of tropical America. Plans to return to the Universidad de Chile, Santiago, Chile, in 1956-57.
EDNA M. GUEFFROY (M.A. '27; Ph.D. University of Washington '30) Professor of Geography, Illinois Normal University, Normal, Illinois.
NEIL W. HALKYARD (M.A. '51) Headmaster, Shepherd Knapp School, Boylston, Mass. Founded in 1933, Neil's School had a first year enrollment of 29, this year 82; he expects a "full house of 100" next year.
GEORGE E. HARDING ('31) Chairman, Department of Geography, Science and Mathematics, State Teachers College, California, Pa. On sabbatical leave for first semester, 1955-56; conducted 3,000-mile field study tour of the South.
COLBERT C. HELD (Ph.D. '39) Assistant Professor, Geography Department, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska. Second daughter born April, 1955. Published chapter on Balkans in Pearey's World Political Geography, revised edition, and will have two articles soon in Economic Geography; preparing book on the Saarland.
GEORGE F. HOWE (M.A. '24) Associate Professor of Geography, Teachers College of Connecticut, New Britain, Conn. Two new grandchildren in the past year.
BERT HUGDINS (Ph.D. '39) Professor and Chairman, Department of Geography, Wayne University, Detroit, Michigan. Three grandchildren now, David, Jeffrey and Nancy, aged 4, 2 and 2 months, respectively.
JOSEPH B. HOYT (Ph.D. '54) Associate Professor and Chairman, Social Science Department, State Teachers College, New Haven, Conn. (Johnson Road, Woodbridge, Conn.) Appointed permanent chairman of department in May 1955. Working on graduate program being developed at the college.
HARRY K. HUTTER (M.A. '30) Chairman, Department of Geography and Geology, University of Toledo, Toledo, Ohio.
PRESTON E. JAMES (Ph.D. '23) Professor and Chairman, Department of Geography, Syracuse University. Syracuse 16, New York. U. S. delegate to Pan American Institute of Geography and History meetings at Mexico City last summer. Prepared article on "Geography" for the 1956
Minnie E. Lemaire (Ph.D. 35) Associate Professor and Chairman, Department of Geology and Geography, Mount Holyoke College, South Hadley, Mass. Spent sabbatical last fall along west coast of South America; plans trip to Europe for this summer.

Urban J. Linehan (Ph.D. '55) Assistant Professor of Geography, Catholic University of America (3603 Greenly Street, Silver Spring, Maryland.)

David Kai-Foo Loa (Ph.D. '44) Research Fellow, Institute of Geography, Academia Sinica, West Suburbs, Peiping, China and professor at Peiping University and the People's University of China. Current research on the natural "region-dividing" of China.

Trevor Lloyd (Ph.D. '49) Professor of Geography, Dartmouth College, Hanover, New Hampshire. Travel to West Greenland in Dec. '54-'55, accompanied by Mrs. Lloyd and 9-year-old son; taught at University of British Columbia summer school last summer; continuing research on North Norway; completed fourth in a series of Canadian school texts with co-author Griffith Taylor; vice-president of Canadian Association of Geographers and on A.A.G. council; daughter now studying geography at McGill University.

Richard F. Logan (M.A. '37) Associate Professor, Department of Geography, U.C.L.A., Los Angeles 24, California. Continuing study of desert mountain range for S. Army Quartermaster Corps; published article on desert biology in "Geographische Rundschau", April 1955; A.A.G. delegate to International Arid Lands Conference at Albuquerque; Chairman, A.A.G. Credentials Committee and National Research Council Committee on Topographic Maps; member, National Research Council Committee on Geography, advisory to O.N.R., 1952-55; member, advisory board, Palm Springs Desert Museum; director, U.C.L.A. summer field camp in geography.

Harriet Ruth Long (Ph.D. '55) Associate Professor of Geography, State Teachers College, Edinboro, Pa.

Maria B. Maso ('53-'55) No. 108 (altos) Vedado, Habana, Cuba. Teaching geography in private high school; plans to visit Clark this July.

Carol Y. Mason (Ph.D. '56) Associate Professor of Geography, University of Tulsa, Tulsa 4, Oklahoma.

Shannon McCune (Ph.D. '39) Provost, University of Massachusetts (10 Summer Street, North Amherst, Mass.). Gave verse last summer on Geographic Factors in the Development of South and Southeast Asia at the Johns Hopkins University School of Advanced International Relations in Washington. Korea's Heritage, A Social and Regional Geography, a popular summary of his research in Korea, to be published in 1956 by Charles E. Tuttle Co., Tokyo.


Jean Moore ('46-'47) teaching geography at Sul Ross State College, Alpine, Texas.

Frederick Morrison (Ph.D. '41) Professor of Geography, Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan. Currently Fulbright lecturer at Ochanomizu University and Tokyo Education University until August 1956. Plans study of the vineyards of Japan.

Herman L. Nelson (Ph.D. '54) Associate Professor in Earth Science, Iowa State Teachers College, Cedar Falls, Iowa.

Midori Nishi (M.A. '55, Ph.D., Univ. of Washington, '55) Assistant Professor of Geography; 2211 Corinith, W. Los Angeles 64, California.

Robert F. Perry, Jr. ('52-'53) Assistant Professor, Miami University, Oxford, Ohio. Studying rural economic geography and the influence of land use, with emphasis on Ohio.


Erwin Raisz (Visiting Professor, Clark University) 107 Washington Avenue, Cambridge 40, Mass. Completed, at Pelham, N. Y., a 6-foot relief globe, now ready for reproduction; received, at the 1955 Memphis A.A.G. meetings a Citation for Meritorious Achievement; "Landforms of Asia" published in Cressey's Land of the 500 Million. Currently working on a landform map of Europe and preparing a new textbook on cartography.

Capt. Lawrence E. Randall (M.A. '50) and Clark Romer Randall, 6 First Street, Winolse, Maine. Larry is teaching geography in the Colby College AFROTC and Clara is Instructor in Geography in the Geology Department.

Ina Cullom Robertson (M.A. '24), Head, Department of Geography, State Teachers College, Valley City, North Dakota, Secretary, National Council of Geography Teachers. Conducted tour of eastern United States with 36 students.

Lewis Robinson (Ph.D. '46) Professor and Chairman, Department of Geography, University of British Columbia, Vancouver 8, British
Columbia. President, Canadian Association of Geographers for current year. Traveled 12,000 miles across Canada and U.S. last summer. Re-writing Geography of Canada, a high school text and has prepared chapters on Canada for two American college texts that will be published in 1956.

MARY ALICE ROPER (M.A. '44) 41 Cherryvale Avenue, Springfield, Mass. Teacher at White Street School, Springfield.

JOHN F. ROURKE ('50-'51) Principal, Dorothy Manor School (35 Manor Road, Millbury, Mass.). A son, born August 1955, makes four children in all.

ROBERT W. RUCKER (M.A. '28) Associate Professor, State Teachers College, Bridgewater, Mass.

PETER T. SARDI (M.A. '52) Instructor, Clinic Valley College of the University of Virginia, Extension Division, 15 E. Berger Street, Emmaus, Pa. Recent articles, "A Method of Publicizing State Geography Programs" and "A Method of Financing Class-Field Trips in Geography" in Bulletin of Virginia Geographical Society and a review of R. Hanson's Virginians at Work in the Virginia Journal of Education.


MARJORIE SHANK (M.A. '23), Associate Professor of Geography, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, Illinois. Visited Alaska last summer.


JAMES A. SHEAR (Ph.D. '52) Assistant Professor, Department of Geography, University of Kentucky (113 Johnston Blvd., Lexington, Kentucky.)

HELEN L. SMITH (Ph.D. '48-'49) Associate Professor of Geography, Wheaton College, Wheaton, Illinois. Prepared four filmsstrips for American Geographical Society, "Rice in Monsoon Asia", "Central Thailand", "North Thailand" and "South Thailand and Malaya".

RAYMOND E. SPECHT (M.A. '47) Chairman, Geography Department, Wisconsin State College, Stevens Point, Wisconsin. Working on an urban survey of Stevens Point and a color slide lecture, "Wisconsin from the Air". Plans to return to school next fall to complete his doctorate.

KARL STACEY (Ph.D. '55) Associate Professor of Geography, Kansas State College, Manhattan, Kansas. Recently awarded a Fulbright lectureship in Geography to teach Human and Economic Geography at the Tokyo Institute of Technology beginning in October. Will be accompanied to Japan by wife and five children.

L. LEMAR STEPHEN (34, 37, and 41), Professor and Head, Geography Department, State Teachers College, Troy, Alabama (711 Normal Avenue, Troy, Alabama). Prepared series of filmsstrips on Geography of Alabama. Currently writing junior high textbook with Dr. Jesse M. Richardson of Auburn Polytechnic Institute, Auburn, Alabama.


ALFRED R. SUMMER (Ph.D. '49) Assistant Professor of Geography, San Francisco State College (180 Leland Avenue, Menlo Park, California). Experienced with use of television for instructional purposes. Thirty-five day aerial field trip to Mexico City, Central America, northern South America and the West Indies.

R. PAUL TERRILL (Ph.D. '49), Head, Geography Department, Western Kentucky State College, Bowling Green, Kentucky.

EUGENE VAN CLEEF (Ph.D. '26) Professor of Geography and Business Organization, The Ohio State University, Columbus 10, Ohio. Recent articles: "Must Geographers Apologize" in Annals of A.A.G., March 1955; and "Russia or U.S.S.R.", accepted for publication in the Journal of Geography.

CHARLES B. VARNY (M.A. '31) Assistant Professor of Geophysics, University of Tampa, Tampa, Florida (314 North Sterling Avenue, Tampa, Florida).

K. N. VARMA (53-'55) Professor of Geography, Nagpur Maha Vidyalaya, (University), Nagpur, India. Submitted paper "A Plea for the Change of Geography Syllabus in Indian Universities" at International Geography Seminar at Olgirsh Muslim University written in conjunction with Mr. M. H. Khan; book in Hindustan, Fundamentals of Physical Geography, in press; conducted tour with 35 geography students in Ganges plain area and attended International Industries Fair at New Delhi.

LILLIAN H. WALLACE (M.A. '41) Assistant Professor of Geography, State Teachers College, Westfield, Mass. (46 Western Avenue, Westfield, Mass.) Plans to conduct field trip to South America this summer for American International College of Springfield.

NANCY MAYO WATERMAN (M.A. '52) Assistant Professor of Social Studies, Mississippi, College for Women (Box 1114, College Station), Columbus, Mississippi.

WILLIAM T. THOMAS WHITTEMORE (Ph.D. '36) Chairman, Department of Geography, State University of New York, College for Teachers, Buffalo, New York. Presented paper at National Council of Geography Teachers meetings at Indianapolis last fall.

BERNT LLOYD WILLS ('42-'43) Professor and Chairman, Department of Geography, University of North Dakota, Grand Forks, North Dakota (1804 N. 4th Street, Grand Forks, North Dakota). Author of "North Dakota" (Chapter 4) of Jones and Pico's "A Symposium on the Geography of Puerto Rico".

MARION I. WRIGHT (M.A. '46) Rhode Island College of Education, Providence 8, Rhode Island (Box 372 RFD No. 3, Central Pike, North Scituate, Rhode Island). On sabbatical leave second semester this year to attend social studies program at Syracuse University.

GOVERNMENT WORK

PAUL E. ANDREW (M.A. '22) County Supervisor, District No. 2, San Luis Obispo County, Cayucos, California.

WALLACE W. ATWOOD, JR. (M.A. '27, Ph.D. '30) Director, Office of International Relations, National Academy of Sciences, National Research Council (6416 Brookside Drive, Chevy Chase 15, Maryland). Travel with family (1 boy, 1 girl) by cabin cruiser from Washington to Gloucester, July, 1955. Family expects to attend Rio conference this July.

MEREDITH P. BURRILL (M.A. '26, Ph.D. '30) Director, Office of Geography, Department of the Interior, and Executive Secretary, Board on Geographic Names. Current research on atlas and dictionary of United States toponymic generics. Presented progress report as retiring Y.P. of A.A.A.S. (Section E) at Berkeley, California, December, 1954. Presented the basic concepts for international standardization of geographic names at the Fifth International Congress of Onomastic Sciences at Salamanca, April, 1955. Participated in the informal BGN-PCGN

Catherine E. Cox (A.M. ’42) Lt. U.S. Navy, Administrative Assistant, Naval Air Missile Test Center, Point Mugu, California (57 S. F.) plans to attend IGU meetings in Rio, 1956.


Dave Dichter (attended one semester ’54) 2/Lt. U.S.M.C.R., 1st Amphibious Tractor Bn. (3rd Marine Div., Fleet P.O., San Francisco, Calif.) Involved in oceanographic research on the Kofu Basin of central Honshu, Japan, and to travel over much of southeast Asia.

John E. Dornbach (50-52 candidate for Ph.D.) Cartographer, USAF Aeronautical Chart & Information Center, St. Louis, Mo. (3515 Frances Ave., Oakville, Ill.) Instructor of Geography at University College night school, Washington University, St. Louis. Working on preliminary research on a book to be entitled “Cartography for Air Use”.


Jackson E. Guernsey (Ph.D. ’41) 9707 Parkwood Drive, Bethesda 14, Maryland.

A. H. Jackman, Col. (Ph.D. ’53) H.Q., IX Corps, APO 14, San Francisco, California. With the Quartermaster Corps. In press with Japan where he has been for a year, and expects to be for the next.


Chingyuan Y. Li (Ph.D. ’39) United Nations Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East, Pursukalan Palace, Rajadamnern Ave., Bangkok, Siam (3605 G Engle St., Silver Spring, Maryland).

Wojciech Monnier (M.A. ’51) Geographer with the Army Map Service (5534 Sherrard Place, N.W., Washington 16, D.C.). Enjoyed summer courses at Clark during vacation with Ingred and Anna.

Harry C. Parker (M.A. ’38), Park Naturalist, Grand Teton National Park, Moose, Wyoming.


Louis O. Quam (Ph.D. ’38) Head, Geography Branch, Office of Naval Research (990 Tuckahoe St., Falls Church, Virginia). President, Societas Americana Librarian, 1955-56. Spent June and August in Alaska mostly at the Arctic Research Laboratory, Point Barrow.


Jen-Hu Chang (Ph.D. ’54) 5 Buswell St., Boston, Mass. Working as a research climatologist at Harvard University.


W. Woodford M. Garritus (M.A. ’55) working toward Ph.D. at Clark.

Industry, Research, etc.

Terence Burke (54-55) 12 Avenue Road, Coalville, Leicester, England. A student at the University of Birmingham, England, currently finishing a doctoral dissertation on “Historical and Contemporary Population Geography of County Cork, Ireland”. Recently married and plans to accept a regular commission in the Royal Air Force in the summer of 1957.

Joan Goodfellow (M.A. ’55)

RETIRED AND HOMEMAKERS

MALCOLM H. BISSELL ('27-'28) Route 1, Box 40, Calistoga, Calif. Retired. At time of writing was preparing to embark on a trip to South America.

NADINE A. H. DEACON ('44-'45) 17 St. Leonards Ave., Toronto 12, Ontario, Canada. A busy housewife and mother of three children.

ESTHER KINCH HUNTER ('M.A.'40) 16 Croft Road, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. Homemaker. Wife of Manager of Research at I.B.M. laboratories in Poughkeepsie.

LOIS R. KELLER ('M.A.'29) 3232 E. Fairfax Road, Cleveland Heights 18, Ohio. Retired. toured Mexico last year.


M. CATHERINE ROBERTS ('Ph.D.'38) 10½ Leroy St., Potsdam, N. Y. Presently at home on "sick leave" from school.


AMY T. TENNEY, 32 Taylor St., Keene, N. H. Retired but doing substitute teaching.

MARIAN WILKINSON ('M.A.'42) 2 Sultan St., Toronto 5, Canada. Retired.


STUDENTS PREPARE FOR SUMMER RESEARCH

In an attempt to stimulate interest in student research, THE MONADNOCK has printed articles, this year, presenting background on study in progress by students at Clark. Comments by our readers on the research projects will be appreciated by the student workers. Of the four students presented in the next pages, two are working under the sponsorship of the National Research Council, Office of Naval Research.

The Use of language as a technique for delimiting a region will be the subject of a year's dissertation field work in southwest France by Emmanuel Maier. He will test the validity of the language method by also applying the standard techniques of delimitation to find the possible degree of correlation between the methods. Mr. Maier will be under the guidance of Professor Henri Guasen of the University of Toulouse.

Simon Baker expects to leave late this summer for Ceylon to do field work on his dissertation in the arid section of that country. This will be an agricultural land-use study of development in the dry area. Financial support for the study has been given by the National Research Council as part of a new program to send geographers abroad for field work.

An article in the New York Times on recent transportation improvement in Turkey was the start of an idea for a dissertation on "The Urban Places of Turkey: A Study of the Spatial Patterns in a Rural Society", by Gerald Schultz. Under a grant from the National Research Council, Mr. Schultz will leave in the fall for a year's research and field work in Turkey.

The effect of the new Chesapeake Bay Bridge upon the economy, land use, and population of a small island at its eastern terminus, is the subject of a thesis being written by Frederick Ritter. The study takes up the problems brought on by a building boom and a changing population pattern on housing, utilities, and land use.

OBITUARY

MONADNOCK expresses extreme sympathy at the passing of C.U.G.S. members this last year. Deceased were:

Miss Besbie A. Merrill (1925-26) of Forestville, New York; died September 11, 1955.


Miss Marion B. Forsythe ('M.A.'27) died June 23, 1955 in Waddington, New York. Miss Forsythe had been head of the geography department, Potsdam State Teachers College, until her retirement in 1938.
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